File Name: marinamap[1].gif
Short Name: MARINA~1.GIF
File Ext: gif
Description: File, Archive
Last Accessed: 12/08/02
Last Written: 12/08/02 08:17:44AM
Created: 12/08/02 08:17:32AM
Logical Size: 32,512
Physical Size: 32,768
File Type: GIF
File Category: Picture
Starting Extent: IC-C215369
Physical Location: PS:3468961, SO:0
Evidence File: Dell\LPTPHM1
Full Path: Dell\LPTPHM1\C\WINDOWS\Temporary Internet Files\Content.IE5\HK9F45QX\marinamap[1].gif
Hash Value: 32898ffe780b339bf2b64a79f3de5bd4
Signature: Match
Designated Parking Areas

- Parking Areas
  - Across from OCSC in gravel lot
  - Last row of places in adjacent lot
  - Along Spinner Way
  - East Parking Lot
- No Parking
- OCSC Loading Zone — 5 minute limit